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ABSTRACT
Given a correct (data-consistent) velocity model, reverse time
migration (RTM) correctly positions reflectors but generally with
incorrect amplitudes and wavelets. Iterative least-squares migra-
tion (LSM) corrects the amplitude and wavelet by fitting data in
the sense of Born modeling, that is, replacing migration by Born
inversion. However, LSM also requires a correct velocity model,
and it may require many migration/demigration cycles. We modi-
fied RTM in the subsurface offset domain to create an asymptotic
(high-frequency) approximation to extended LSM. This extended
Born inversion operator outputs extended reflectors (depending
on the subsurface offset and position in the earth) with correct
amplitude and phase, in the sense that similarly extended Born
modeling reproduces the data to good accuracy. Although
the theoretical justification of the inversion property relies on ray
tracing and stationary phase, application of the weight operators
does not require any computational ray tracing. The computa-
tional expense of the extended Born inversion operator is roughly
the same as that of extended RTM, and the inversion (data-fit)
property holds even when the velocity is substantially incorrect.
The approximate inverse operator differes from extended RTM
only in the application of data- and model-domain weight oper-
ators, and takes the form of an adjoint in the sense of weighted
inner products in data and model space. Because the Born mod-
eling operator is approximately unitary with respect to the
weighted inner products, a weighted version of conjugate gra-
dient iteration dramatically accelerates the convergence of ex-
tended LSM. An approximate LSM may be extracted from the
approximate extended LSM by averaging over subsurface offset.
INTRODUCTION
Reverse time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al., 1983; Loewenthal
and Mufti, 1983; Whitmore, 1983) produces kinematically accurate
short-scale reflectivity, with reflectors positioned as accurately as mi-
gration velocity permits. RTM images may be degraded by amplitude
anomalies, low-frequency noise, and wavelet side lobes (Mulder and
Plessix, 2004; Bednar and Bednar, 2006). Least-squares migration
(LSM) (Nemeth et al., 1999; Dutta et al., 2014) compensates for all
of these defects to some extent. LSM is actually a linearized inversion
(Bourgeois et al., 1989), that is, a method for choosing short-scale
reflectivity as a perturbation of the migration velocity model, so
as to achieve a sample-by-sample mean-square best fit to data via
Born modeling. It has been formulated as an iterative process involv-
ing repeated migrations and demigrations (Nemeth et al., 1999; Dutta
et al., 2014), in an asymptotic approximation via generalized Radon
transform inversion (Beylkin, 1985; Bleistein, 1987; De Hoop and
Bleistein, 1997), and as a true amplitude modification of wave-equa-
tion migration, using one-way (Zhang et al., 2005) and two-way
(Zhang et al., 2007) propagators.
In the following pages, we describe a modification of RTM that
approximately inverts the space shift extension of Born forward
modeling (Rickett and Sava, 2002; Symes, 2008). That is, it pro-
duces an image volume depending not just on position in the sub-
surface but also on a subsurface offset parameter (vector, in 3D). By
analogy with the usual terminology, one might term this approxi-
mate linearized inversion as an extended LSM. Averaging the out-
put over offset with a weight equal to one at zero offset produces an
approximate inversion of the ordinary Born modeling operator, that
is, an approximate LSM, provided that the velocity model is con-
sistent with the data.
A concise mathematical description of this approximate inversion
operator takes the form
F¯†½v0 ¼ Wmodel½v0F¯½v0Wdata½v0; (1)
where F¯†½v0 is the approximate inverse of the extended Born
modeling operator F¯½v0 at background velocity v0; F¯½v0 is the ex-
tended RTM operator, that is, the adjoint or transpose of the modeling
operator F¯½v0;Wmodel½v0 andWdata½v0 are model- and data-domain
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weighting operators, defined in detail in the “Theory” section. The
central result of this paper is that an approximate inverse in the sense
of high-frequency asymptotics takes this form, with weight operators
having explicitly computable integral forms, depending only on phase
space variables and the velocity field. The derivation of this remark-
able fact is outlined in the “Theory” section and recounted in detail in
Appendices A and B. It is a feature of space-shift extended modeling,
and it has no precise analog for ordinary Born modeling.
Ten Kroode (2012) describes the construction of such an operator
for 3D extended Kirchhoff modeling (that is, modeling reflections
from interfaces, rather than from perturbations in the material pa-
rameter fields). Our work is directly inspired by his. The construc-
tion described in ten Kroode (2012) approximately inverts a space-
shift extended Kirchhoff operator and an angle-domain analog, via
the Radon transform relation between space-shift and scattering an-
gle described first by Sava and Fomel (2003). Ten Kroode (2012)
suggests that an inverse is possible in the unfocused case, in which
image energy is spread over subsurface offset (or nontrivially de-
pendent on the scattering angle). Bleistein et al. (2005), Zhang et al.
(2007), Zhang and Sun (2008), Xu et al. (2011), and Tang et al.
(2013) describe an analogous construction of an inversion operator
that produces accurate images and angle-domain extended gathers
in the focused case. In all of these works (and in ours), geometric
optics/acoustics (ray theory) justifies the inversion construction —
but no ray-theory constructions appear in the final result! The criti-
cal observation at the root of this remarkable fact is due to Bleistein
et al. (2005): the Hessian (“Beylkin”) determinants arising in sta-
tionary phase approximation of the normal operator F¯½v0F¯½v0
factor into reciprocal geometric amplitudes and other, ray-indepen-
dent, terms. These geometric amplitude factors cancel the geometric
amplitudes present in the propagating fields. The remaining expres-
sions are free of ray-theoretic quantities.
Our results differ in several respects from those cited in the last
paragraph. Unlike ten Kroode (2012), we base our construction on
Born (rather than Kirchhoff) modeling to produce an approximate
extended LSM operator. The underlying mechanism of the inverse
construction is somewhat clearer in this case. Also, just as Born
modeling is the linearization of the full-waveform modeling oper-
ator, extended Born modeling is the linearization of an extended
version of full-waveform modeling (Symes, 2008), and the approxi-
mate inverse may be useful in accelerating gradient-based, image-
domain full-waveform inversion algorithms (Sun and Symes, 2012;
Biondi and Almomin, 2014). Although most of the cited work con-
cerns the scattering angle extension, the link between the angle do-
main and the subsurface offset domain is simply a transform (Sava
and Fomel, 2003). There being no intrinsic additional information
content in the angle representation, we present our results exclu-
sively in terms of subsurface offset. Unlike much previous work
(for instance, Xu et al. [2011]; see the discussion surrounding equa-
tion 10), we do not assume that the background velocity v0 is kin-
ematically correct. Like the Kirchhoff inversion of ten Kroode
(2012), our Born inversion operator produces extended models with
accurate amplitudes even when the image volume is unfocused.
Such accurate extended inversion is critical for the success of im-
age-domain velocity updating schemes (Kern and Symes, 1994; Liu
et al., 2013, 2014; Lameloise et al., 2015).
We give implementation details and numerical illustrations for
the 2D constant-density acoustics version of an approximate inver-
sion taking the form given in equation 1. Our work seems to be the
first to confirm explicitly, by numerical example, that this operator
is actually an inversion of the Born modeling operator F¯½v0, that is,
that the output of the inversion operator, input to the modeling op-
erator, reproduces the data with reasonable accuracy.
The form of the approximate inverse (equation 1) with symmetric
positive definite weight operators, also seems to be new, and it has
a remarkable implication: For norms in model and data spaces given
by the weight operators, F¯½v0 is the adjoint of F¯½v0. That is, the
extended modeling operator is approximately unitary with this
choice of norms. The authors have verified the consequent drastic
convergence acceleration for extended LSM via Krylov subspace
iteration. These results will be reported elsewhere.
As other authors have suggested, a 3D approximate inversion op-
erator may be written in precisely the same form (equation 1), with a
virtually identical derivation. However, explanation of the theory is
somewhat simpler in 2D, the computation implementation is a good
deal simpler, examples are less demanding, and the results are easier
to present.
We end this overview with two caveats. First, we have considered
only very idealized acquisition geometry (and that in 2D). We have
neglected the implications of coarse sampling, more complex source
receiver geometry, such as ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) record-
ing, broadband technology, and availability of direct measurements
of quantities other than pressure for formulation of RTM-based
approximate inversion operators. Others have addressed some of
these issues (Tang et al., 2013); some or all will arise in any practical
application. Second, although our derivation produces an inverse re-
gardless of focusing, the model-domain weight operator Wmodel½v0
simplifies greatly in the focused case (or equally well for laterally
homogeneous velocities), and the examples presented here are lim-
ited to these special cases. The “Discussion” section describes the
additional steps required to implement full image-volume inversion.
The next section describes space-shift linearized modeling and
migration and the construction of the approximate inverse operator.
The following section presents several 2D examples and illustrates
the features of the approximate inverse mentioned above. We follow
the examples with a brief discussion of various possibilities for
modification or extension of these results.
THEORY
In this section, we will first review the concepts of the extended
Born modeling operator, its adjoint operator, and their high-
frequency approximations. We will then modify the adjoint operator
into an approximate inverse operator. Finally, we will discuss im-
plementation details for the inverse operator.
Extended Born modeling operator and its adjoint
The 2D constant density acoustic-wave equation with causal
initial condition is
1
v2ðxÞ
∂2u
∂t2
ðx; tÞ − ∇2uðx; tÞ ¼ fðt; x; xsÞ;
uðx; tÞ ≡ 0; t ≪ 0. (2)
Here, x denotes position within a model of the earth, vðxÞ is the
acoustic velocity, uðx; tÞ is the acoustic potential, and fðt; x; xsÞ
is the source term. We assume throughout this paper that v is
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constant in the half-space z < 0, that is, that z ¼ 0 is an absorbing
surface.
In the Born approximation, the velocity model is split into a
smooth part v0 and a singular or oscillatory part δv:
vðxÞ ¼ v0ðxÞ þ δvðxÞ. (3)
These two parts, respectively, correspond to a smooth long-wave-
length, large-scale background model, which will not produce re-
flections, and a short-wavelength, small-scale perturbation model,
which contains all the high-resolution features.
Of course, one can construct a perturbation expansion for any
decomposition of v into two summands; however, the correspond-
ing perturbation approximation to the acoustic field is most accurate
when the scales are separated; that is, δv has very small mean over
distances, on which v0 varies significantly (Symes, 2009).
The first-order perturbation in the acoustic-potential field δu cor-
responding to δv may be expressed in terms of the causal Green’s
function Gðx; y; tÞ for a given background model v0. Restricting δu
to the source and receiver positions xs; xr results in an integral
operator expression for the Born modeling operator F½v0:
ðF½v0δvÞðxs; xr; tÞ ¼
∂2
∂t2
Z
dxdτGðxs; x; τÞ
×
2δvðxÞ
v0ðxÞ3
Gðx; xr; t − τÞ. (4)
The adjoint operator F½v0 is the operator implemented by one
common variant of RTM. It is applied to a set of data trace pertur-
bations δdðxs; xr; tÞ by
ðF½v0δdÞðxÞ ¼
2
v0ðxÞ3
Z
dxsdxrdtdτGðxs; x; τÞ
× Gðx; xr; t − τÞ
∂2
∂t2
δdðxs; xr; tÞ. (5)
An appropriate version of subsurface offset extended Born mod-
eling introduces dependence of δv (but not v0) on an additional
parameter, h, essentially the offset between the sunken source and
sunken receiver in Claerbout’s (1985) survey-sinking imaging con-
dition (Symes, 2008; Stolk et al., 2009b). In terms of Green’s func-
tions, the subsurface extended Born modeling operator and its
adjoint (applied to a data perturbation δd) are
ðF¯½v0δv¯Þðxs; xr; tÞ ¼
∂2
∂t2
Z
dxdhdτGðxs; x − h; τÞ
×
2δv¯ðx; hÞ
v0ðxÞ3
Gðxþ h; xr; t − τÞ; (6)
ðF¯½v0δdÞðx; hÞ ¼
2
v0ðxÞ3
Z
dxsdxrdtdτGðxs; x − h; τÞ
× Gðxþ h; xr; t − τÞ
∂2
∂t2
δdðxs; xr; tÞ. (7)
In Claerbout’s (1985) original conception, the subsurface offset h is
horizontal. Ten Kroode (2012) also adopts this convention, and we
follow it here. Thus, we write h rather than h for the (scalar) hori-
zontal subsurface offset in 2D.
High-frequency approximation
The progressing wave approximation (Courant and Hilbert,
1962) of the Green’s function is
Gðxs; x; tÞ ≃ aðxs; xÞSðt − Tðxs; xÞÞ: (8)
In equation 8, the amplitude aðxs; xÞ and the traveltime Tðxs; xÞ
solve the transport and eikonal equation, respectively, and SðtÞ is a
singular, causal waveform, the choice of which depends on the space
dimension. Approximation 8 is only valid locally, between the source
point and the nearest caustic or conjugate (multipath) point. The con-
clusions we draw below are valid more globally; however, provided
that the traveltime injectivity condition holds: A two-way traveltime
along a reflected ray pair determines the one-way traveltimes of
source and receiver rays. Ten Kroode (2012) gives a detailed justi-
fication for the global validity of similar conclusions in the 3D case.
We confine ourselves in this paper to numerical evidence for global
2D results.
In the 2D case, the leading singularity is proportional to the gen-
eralized function SðtÞ ¼ t−1∕2þ ¼ t−1∕2HðtÞ. Replacing the Green’s
function by the progressing wave approximation 8 in the expres-
sion 6 for the extended Born modeling operator and using the iden-
tity (Gel’fand and Shilov, 1958)
t−1∕2þ  t−1∕2þ ¼

Γ

1
2

2
HðtÞ ¼ πHðtÞ; (9)
we obtain
ðF¯½v0δv¯Þðxs;xr;tÞ≃
∂
∂t
Z
dxdhasarδðt−Ts−TrÞ
2πδv¯ðx;hÞ
v0ðxÞ3
;
(10)
in which we have denoted amplitudes aðxs; x − hÞ; aðxþ h; xrÞ as
as; ar and traveltime Tðxs; x − hÞ; Tðxþ h; xrÞ as Ts; Tr. We can
also give the same treatment to the migration operator:
ðF¯½v0δdÞðx;hÞ≃
2π
v0ðxÞ3
Z
dxsdxrasar
∂
∂t
δdðxs;xr;TsþTrÞ.
(11)
Asymptotic inverse operator
The derivation of the inverse operator starts from understanding
the high-frequency leading order behavior of the normal operator
F¯F¯. A bit of foresight and simplification of the computations sug-
gest examining the modified normal operator ðItF¯ÞðItF¯Þ instead,
with It the causal indefinite time integration operator, inverse to
∂∕∂t. Combining equations 10 and 11 yields an integral represen-
tation for ðItF¯ÞðItF¯Þ. Appendix A sketches a lengthy, but standard,
computation based on the principle of stationary phase, showing
that this integral representation has an asymptotic (high-frequency
and short-scale) approximation in the form of an oscillatory inte-
gral:
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ðItF¯ÞðItF¯Þδv¯ðx;z;hÞ≈−
Z
dkxdkzdkheiðkxxþkhhþkzzÞ bδvðkx;kh;kzÞ
×

2πv−50
kxzkhz
Pa2ra2s

∂αs
∂xs
∂αr
∂xr

−1

. (12)
The integrand factor in brackets will be explained below: If it were
identically ¼ 1, then up to nuisance factors the right side would re-
cover the velocity perturbation δv¯, accurately at short-length scales.
The remainder of this section explains how the factor in brackets
simplifies, all ray-trace-dependent quantities cancel, additional fil-
tering and scaling operators applied to data (input) and model (out-
put) lead to an approximate identity, and precisely how it comes to
have the form of the main result (equation 1).
The integrand in equation 12 is a function of the extended phase
space variables (x; z; h; kx, kz and kh). Several of its factors are re-
lated to source and receiver rays traced from ðx h; zÞ to the sur-
face. These include the following:
1) Source and receiver geometric amplitudes (spreading factors) as
and ar;
2) rates of change of receiver ray angle (with the vertical) αr with
respect to receiver coordinate xr;
3) rates of change of source ray angle (with the vertical) αs with
respect to source coordinate xs.
The initial slowness vectors ks of the source ray (at ðx − h; zÞ) and
kr of the receiver ray (at ðxþ h; zÞ) solve the system of equations
kx¼
krxþksx
2
;
kh¼
krx−ksx
2
;
kz¼
krzþksz
2
;
vðxþh;zÞ2ððkrxÞ2þðkrzÞ2Þ¼vðx−h;zÞ2ððksxÞ2þðkszÞ2Þ. (13)
The first three conditions in the system (equation 13) follow from
the stationary phase conditions (equation A-6), as explained in
Appendix A. The last condition expresses the equality of temporal
frequency along the source and receiver rays. These conditions to-
gether amount to a version of Snell’s law appropriate for space-shift
extended modeling.
Rays with initial conditions ðxþh;z;krx;krzÞ and ðx − h; z; ksx; kszÞ
intersect source and receiver datums at points ðxs; zsÞ and ðxr; zrÞ,
thus making xr; xs functions of the extended phase space variables
ðx; z; h; kx; kz; khÞ, and therefore also the geometric amplitudes
ar and as. The ray angles are as well because, for instance,
tan αr ¼ krx∕krz; therefore, so are their derivatives with respect to
source and receiver coordinates.
The other factors in the bracketed integrand factor in equation 12
are explicit, algebraic functions of the phase variables, whose def-
inition does not require ray tracing at all. The ðx; zÞ and ðh; zÞ wave-
numbers are defined as
kxz ¼ ðk2x þ k2zÞ12; khz ¼ ðk2h þ k2zÞ
1
2: (14)
The remaining factor P is homogeneous of degree zero in
ðkx; kz; khÞ, and it depends algebraically on these frequency variables
and on vðx − h; zÞ; vðx; zÞ and vðxþ h; zÞ. A full definition of P is
given in Appendix A. For now, note that P ¼ 1, when h ¼ 0.
Next, we invoke the result of Appendix B, relating geometric
amplitudes to angular rates of change:
a2r ¼
1
8π2
vr
cos θr
dαr
dxr
;
a2s ¼
1
8π2
vs
cos θs
dαs
dxs
. (15)
In these expressions, θr and θs are arrival angles of receiver and
source rays at receiver and source. Because the receiver and source
ray data are functions of the phase variables, so are θr and θs.
Remarkably, the amplitudes and angular rates of change in
equation 12 cancel due to equation 15. This cancellation of both
geometric amplitudes occurs only for extended modeling. The
analogous computation for single shot records, for example, leads
to cancellation of the receiver ray amplitude ar only. In that setting,
inversion requires an additional operator, essentially Claerbout’s di-
vision imaging condition (Stolk et al., 2009a), to compensate for the
source amplitude field. For the horizontal offset extension, the addi-
tional integrations over the subsurface offset variable lead to an ad-
ditional αs derivative via the stationary phase, thus canceling the
source amplitude as well. See Xu et al. (2011) for a version of this
argument using the scattering angle rather than the subsurface
offset.
Taking advantage of this observation and simplifying, equation 12
becomes
ðItF¯ÞðItF¯Þδv¯ðx;z;hÞ≈−
Z
dkxdkzdkheiðkxxþkhhþkzzÞ bδvðkx;kh;kzÞ
×

v−50
32π3kxzkhz
P
vs
cosθs
vr
cosθr

. (16)
The integrand on the right side still appears entangled with ray-
theoretic constructions, namely, the arrival angles θr; θs. To elimi-
nate these, a further modification of the normal operator is neces-
sary. The expression 10 for the modeling operator using asymptotic
Green’s functions implies that
∂
∂zr
ItF¯½v0δv¯ðxs; xr; tÞ ≈
−
Z
dxdhasar
∂Tr
∂zr
∂δ
∂t
ðt − Ts − TrÞ
2πδv¯ðx; hÞ
v0ðxÞ3
¼ − ∂
∂t
Z
dxdhasar
∂Tr
∂zr
δðt − Ts − TrÞ
2πδv¯ðx; hÞ
v0ðxÞ3
. (17)
From the eikonal equation,
∂Tr
∂zr
¼ − cos θr
vr
. (18)
Combine equations 17 and 18, use the abbreviations Dzr ¼ ∂∕∂zr,
and cancel the two time derivatives with time integrations to obtain
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ItDzrItF¯½v0δv¯ðxs; xr; tÞ
≃
Z
dxdhasar
cos θr
vr
δðt − Ts − TrÞ
2πδv¯ðx; hÞ
v0ðxÞ3
. (19)
Precisely, the same manipulations with the source-related quantities
lead to
ItDzsItDzrItF¯½v0δv¯ðxs;xr;tÞ
≈
Z
dxdhasar
cosθr
vr
cosθs
vs
δðt−Ts−TrÞ
2πδv¯ðx;hÞ
v0ðxÞ3
. (20)
The right side of equation 20 defines an operator differing from
ItF¯½v0 only in having additional receiver- and source-dependent
factors multiplying the amplitudes. Therefore, the stationary phase
computations in Appendix A combined with the amplitude-angle
relations of Appendix B lead to an asymptotic approximation sim-
ilar to equation 16:
ðItF¯ÞðItDzsItDzrItF¯Þδv¯ðx; z; hÞ ≈
−
Z
dkxdkzdkheiðkxxþkhhþkzzÞ bδvðkx; kh; kzÞ
×

v−50
32π3kxzkhz
P

. (21)
The source wavefield is downgoing, and the receiver wavefield
is upcoming (again, we assume a homogeneous velocity in
z < maxðzs; zrÞ). Therefore, if d ¼ F¯½v0δv¯ is in the range of the
extended Born modeling operator (this observation is due to ten
Kroode, 2012), then
ItDzrItdðxr; t; xsÞ
¼ 1
8π3
Z
dksdkrdω expðiðksxs þ krxr þ ωtÞÞ
×

þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
v20
−

kr
ω

2
s cItdðkr;ω; ksÞ: (22)
a)
b)
Figure 1. (a) Reflectivity model (δv) with a constant background
model (v0 ¼ 2500 m∕s). (b) One-shot (xs ¼ 1500 m) simulated
Born data.
a)
b)
Figure 2. (a) Extended RTM image. (b) Extended inverted reflec-
tivity model.
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ItDzsItdðxr; t; xsÞ
¼ 1
8π3
Z
dksdkrdω expðiðksxs þ krxr þ ωtÞÞ
×

−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
v20
−

ks
ω

2
s cItdðkr;ω; ksÞ: (23)
It follows from equations 22 and 23 that the operator
−ðItÞðItDzsÞðItDzrÞIt has the same effect on data output by the
forward map F¯½v0 as the positive definite symmetric operator
Wdata½v0, defined by
Wdata½v0dðxr; t; xsÞ ¼ ðItÞ
1
8π3
Z
dksdkrdω
× expðiðksxs þ krxr þ ωtÞÞ
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
v20
−

kr
ω

2
s 
×
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
v20
−

ks
ω

2
s 
ðcItdÞðkr;ω; ksÞ: (24)
Explicitly,
Wdata½v0F¯½v0 ¼ −ðItÞItDzs ItDzrItF¯½v0: (25)
Note that Wdata½v0 depends only on the values of v0 near the
sources and receivers: It is completely independent of the behavior
of v0 for z > maxðzr; zsÞ.
Oscillatory integral operators of the type appearing on the right
side of equation 21 have come to be called pseudodifferential, and
have a number of important properties, of which we must use sev-
eral. For example, the product of two such operators is another such:
The Fourier representation amplitude (or symbol) of the product is
the product of the symbols of the operator factors, up to an asymp-
totically negligible error. It follows that such operators (on scalar
functions) commute up to an asymptotically negligible error. An
operator with a nonvanishing symbol is asymptotically invertible,
and the symbol of the inverse is the reciprocal of the symbol. See,
for instance, Taylor (1981) for an account of the calculus of pseu-
dodifferential operators.
It follows that we can write the right side of equation 21 as
≈ ðWmodel½v0−1δv¯Þðx; z; hÞ; (26)
a)
b)
Figure 3. (a) Resimulated data of the inverted reflectivity model.
(b) Difference between the resimulated data and original data.
a)
b)
Figure 4. (a) Extended RTM image. (b) Extended inverted reflec-
tivity model, both using an incorrect background velocity model
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in which
Wmodel½v0−1uðx; z; hÞ ¼
1
8π3
Z
dkxdkhdkz
× expðiðkxxþ khhþ kzzÞÞ
v0ðx; zÞ−5
4kxzkhz
× Pðx; z; h; kx; kz; khÞu^ðkx; kz; khÞ: (27)
As follows from the facts mentioned above
Wmodel½v0uðx; z; hÞ ¼
1
8π3
Z
dkxdkhdkz
× expðiðkxxþ khhþ kzzÞÞ
4v0ðx; zÞ5kxzkhz
Pðx; z; h; kx; kz; khÞ
× u^ðkx; kz; khÞ:
(28)
Combining equations 21, 25, and 26 establishes the main conclu-
sion of our paper, equation 1, with Wmodel defined in equation 28
and Wdata defined in equation 24.
We end this section by describing how the approximate inverse
operator 1 defines an approximate (nonextended) LSM. Given a
velocity perturbation δvðx; zÞ, the corresponding extended model is
δv¯ðx; z; hÞ ¼ δvðx; zÞδðhÞ. (29)
Let
δd ¼ F½v0δv (30)
be the corresponding Born data. Then,
δv¯ ¼ Wmodel½v0F¯½v0Wdata½v0δd; (31)
whence,
δvðx; zÞ ¼
Z
dhϕðhÞðWmodel½v0F¯½v0Wdata½v0δdÞðx; z; hÞ;
(32)
for any weight function ϕðhÞ satisfying ϕð0Þ ¼ 1.
a)
b)
Figure 5. (a) Resimulated data of the inverted reflectivity model
using an incorrect background velocity. (b) Difference between
the resimulated data and original data.
a)
b)
Figure 6. (a) Nonextended inverted reflectivity model (
P
hiðx; hÞ,
where iðx; hÞ is the extended inversion result). (b) Difference between
the nonextended inversion result and the original reflectivity model.
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The arbitrariness of the weight function ϕðhÞ, subject only to the
constraint ϕð0Þ ¼ 1, might seem strange. Viewing the formula 29 in
terms of the related angle-domain image volume, as in Sava and
Fomel (2003), suggests an alternate meaning for this formula. Via
the Radon transform, a weighted average over the offset is equiv-
alent to a weighted average over angles of the corresponding angle-
domain volume. Aweight function ϕðhÞ spread uniformly over the
offset range, as we have used in the examples of the next section,
corresponds to an angle-domain weight function concentrated near
zero (scattering angle). For well-focused noise-free data, inversion
using a small range of scattering angles should be reasonably ac-
curate, as indeed the examples presented in the next section attest.
On the other hand, a choice of ϕðhÞ concentrated near h ¼ 0 would
correspond to estimating δv as a stack over a wide range of scatter-
ing angles. One might expect the estimate so obtained to be less
sensitive to incoherent or numerical noise.
Implementation details
In the implementation of the asymptotic inverse operator, any
suitable time- or frequency-domain method can be used to approxi-
mate F¯ and F¯. We have used a time-domain centered difference
scheme of order 2 in time and 8 in space to solve the acoustic wave
equation and the well-known adjoint state method (Plessix, 2006) to
approximate F¯.
a)
b)
Figure 8. (a) Gaussian lens background velocity model with a re-
flector at 2 km. (b) The rays and wavefronts in the Gaussian lens
velocity model.
a)
b)
Figure 9. (a) Extended inverted reflectivity model. (b) Nonextended
inverted reflectivity model.
a)
b)
Figure 7. (a) One-trace comparison (x ¼ 1500 m) between the ob-
served data (solid blue line) and predicted data from the inverted reflec-
tivity model (dashed green line). The difference is shown as the solid red
line. (b) One-trace comparison (x ¼ 1500 m) between the reflectivity
model (solid blue line) and the nonextended inverted reflectivity model
(dashed green line). The difference is shown as the solid red line.
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For Wdata, equation 25 shows that for model-consistent data, ei-
ther the definition 24 in terms of one-way operators, or the equiv-
alent expression in terms of source and receiver vertical derivatives
(dipole source/receiver) produces the same result, at least in prin-
ciple. In the numerical experiments reported in the next section, we
have chosen the dipole approach. To avoid explicitly computing di-
pole responses, we have used a trick available for streamer geom-
etry with free surface and relatively shallow tow depth: The ghost
sources and receivers automatically supply scaled dipoles. Assum-
ing the source tow depth to be zs, the free-surface Green’s function
Gfree is related to the full-space (absorbing boundary) Green’s func-
tion G by
Gfreeðx; z; t; xs; zsÞ ¼ Gðx; z; t; xs; zsÞ
− Gðx; z; t; xs;−zsÞ ≈ 2zsDzsGðx; z; t; xs; 0Þ. (33)
By reciprocity, a similar approximation applies to the receiver. In
application, if F¯½v0 is computed with absorbing boundary, then
F¯½v0 can be calculated with free surface, or vice versa — in either
case, with appropriate inclusion of It factors, an approximation to
Wdata for the absorbing surface problem ensues.
This approximation proved quite convenient and produced con-
sistent results as the central finite-different implementation (Hou
and Symes, 2014) for a first round of numerical experiments. It
might even be applied to actual streamer data with shallow and uni-
form tow depth. However, it is only good to perhaps half of the
notch frequency, so it strictly limits resolution. For more or less ar-
bitrary but uniform source and receiver depths and sampling, the
one-way propagator construction (equation 24) would be prefer-
able. As mentioned in the introduction, more sophisticated streamer
geometry, OBS recording, and less favorable sampling all would
require modification of even the 3D version of our computations.
Application of the weight operator Wmodel½v0 in principle
requires the evaluation of an oscillatory integral (equation 28).
However, in two special cases, the factor P may be ignored: As
established in Appendix A, P ¼ 1, if either h ¼ 0 or if v0 is inde-
pendent of x. The first case applies to approximate LSM: If the
model and data are consistent, then the image energy focuses at
h ¼ 0 and the values of P for nonzero h do not contribute to the
leading order in frequency (more technically, this is the pseudolocal
property of F¯½v0Wdata½v0F¯½v0 and Wmodel½v0: Both are pseudo-
differential, and the image of a physically consistent input is asymp-
totically negligible away from h ¼ 0).
Accordingly, we have set P ¼ 1 in our examples, which fall into
one of these two classes. Then,
Wmodel½v0 ∼ 4v50L; (34)
where L is the filter defined in the Fourier domain by kxzkhz. In
other words,
L ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−∇2x;z
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−∇2h;z
q
: (35)
With these approximations to Wdata and Wmodel, the computa-
tional cost of the approximate inverse operator F¯½v0† very similar
to that of the extended RTM operator F¯½v0.
a)
b)
Figure 10. (a) One-shot (xs ¼ 1500 m) resimulated Born data.
(b) Difference between the resimulated data and original data.
a)
b)
Figure 11. (a) One-trace comparison (x ¼ 1500 m) between the
observed data (solid blue line) and predicted data from the inverted
reflectivity model (dashed green line). The difference is shown as
the solid red line. (b) One-trace comparison (x ¼ 1500 m) between
the reflectivity model (solid blue line) and nonextended inverted
reflectivity model (dashed green line). The difference is shown as
the solid red line.
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a)
b)
Figure 12. (a) Smoothed background velocity model. (b) Reflectivity model.
Figure 13. Extended inverted reflectivity model.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we will use three numerical examples to illustrate
the effectiveness of the inverse operator.
The first model, shown in Figure 1a, combines three flat reflec-
tors at z ¼ 1; 1.5; 2 km with a constant (2500 m∕s) background
velocity model. The spatial sampling interval of the model is 10 m
for x- and z-axes. A (2.5–5–35–40)-Hz band-pass wavelet with a
1-ms time interval is used to simulate the Born data (2–8 finite-dif-
ference scheme). The 76 shots are evenly spread on the surface
(z ¼ 0) every 40 m. All of the shots will be recorded by 301 receiv-
ers deployed every 10 m on the surface.
The one-shot Born data (xs ¼ 1500 m) shown in Figure 1b is
calculated using equation 6. The extended RTM (equation 7) and
the new inverse operator (equation 1) are applied on the Born data.
Comparing the migrated image (Figure 2a) and the inverted reflec-
tivity model (Figure 2b), we can clearly see that the inverse operator
can focus the energy much better than does extended RTM. It has
many LSM qualities, such as improved amplitudes and a tighter
wavelet. Thus, the inverse operator at least plays the role of space
deconvolution. However, we can never recover the reflector per-
fectly due to the lack of low-frequency data. The inverted reflectiv-
ity model will not be a good standard for the effectiveness of the
inverse operator. A good way to evaluate the inverse operator would
be to compare the “observed” data of the true model (Figure 1b) and
the resimulated data of inverted reflectivity model (Figure 3a). The
comparisons (Figure 3) show that the data resimulated from the in-
verted reflectivity model are almost the same as the original data.
The degree of approximation shows clearly in the comparison of the
middle traces of the original and resimulated data (Figure 7a).
Another point worth noting is that the inverse operator is valid;
that is, it produces a data-fitting model whether the background
velocity is correct or not. The same comparison between the ex-
tended RTM and the inverse operator has been carried out with the
incorrect background velocity model (90% of true velocity; see Fig-
ure 4). The comparison indicates the above analysis is true even in
the presence of velocity error. The resimulation is displayed in Fig-
ure 5a, which should be compared with Figure 1b. The difference
appears in Figure 5b. Some divergence is unavoidable near the
boundary as a result of the acquisition geometry. Apart from that,
the resimulation matches the original Born data extremely well. We
conclude that the operator defined in equation 1 is an accurate
a)
b)
Figure 14. (a) Reflectivity model. (b) Nonextended inverted reflectivity model.
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approximate inverse to the extended Born modeling operator, at
least for data arising from physical (nonextended Born) modeling.
We call the process defined by equation 29 nonextended approxi-
mate inversion, for the purposes of this section. In our examples, we
use the simplest choice of weight function, ϕ ≡ 1, that is, stacking
along the h-axis. The full volume (Figure 6) and the middle trace
comparisons in Figure 7b illustrate the precision of the nonextended
approximate inversion, and the generally low-frequency nature of
the error.
The simple geometric optics computation of previous section will
fail in the presence of caustics (or multipathing). The second exam-
ple will show that the conclusions expressed by equations 1 and 29
are still valid even in the presence of multipathing. The background
velocity model for the second example contains a low-velocity
Gaussian lens. A flat horizontal reflector is placed right below the
lens at a depth of 2 km. This model is very similar to the one used by
Nolan and Symes (1996) and Stolk and Symes (2004). The numeri-
cal implementation has the same configuration as the first example.
Because of the Gaussian lens, the rays will certainly focus and form
a triplication after going through the lens. The rays and wavefronts
are shown in Figure 8b. We can clearly see that this model produces
multipathing and caustics.
The inverse operator defined in equation 1 produces the reflec-
tivity model shown in Figure 9a. From the image perspective, we
clearly reproduce the flat reflector below the lens with no kinematic
artifacts (Stolk and Symes, 2004), consistent with kinematic predic-
tion in Stolk et al. (2009b). Resimulation with Born modeling op-
erator from the inverted reflectivity model predicts data very close
to the input data (Figures 10a and 11a).
Finally, we apply our approximate inversion to Born data for the
Marmousi model. We smooth the velocity model as the background
model and take the difference as the reflectivity model, shown in
Figure 12a and 12b. Born data for Marmousi model have 231 com-
mon shot gathers every 40 m, and each shot has 921 receivers every
10 m (fixed spread). The inverse operator has been applied on the
Born data (middle shot shown in Figure 15a) to produce the ex-
tended inversion shown in Figure 13. The nonextended (stacked)
inversion (Figure 14b) result is very similar visually to the
reflectivity used in data synthesis (Figure 14a) — note that the
grayscales used in these plots are identical.
The approximate inversion (Figure 14b) is only an approxima-
tion, of course. On the one hand, the inverse operator is only asymp-
totically correct. We can see this point from the fact that the
difference between input and resimulated data is mainly of low
frequency (see Figure 16b) and similarly for the model (Figure 16a).
On the other hand, the theory leading to the conclusion in equa-
tion 29 explicitly ignores the possibility of scattering over π, that
is, refraction. Some of the remaining energy in the residual data
panel (Figure 15c) is refracted.
We further compare the approximate inverse operator with ex-
tended LSM (ELSM), that is, extended Born inversion via an iter-
a)
b)
c)
Figure 15. (a) One-shot (xs ¼ 4600 m) Born data. (b) One-shot
(xs ¼ 4600 m) resimulated Born data. (c) Difference between the
resimulated data and original data.
a)
b)
Figure 16. (a) One trace comparison (x ¼ 4600 m) between the
reflectivity model (solid blue line) and nonextended inverted reflec-
tivity model (dashed green line). (b) One trace comparison (x ¼
4600 m) between the observed data (solid blue line) and predicted
data from the inverted reflectivity model (dashed green line).
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ative method (we use the conjugate gradient iteration), in the same
spirit as LSM (Nemeth et al., 1999; Dutta et al., 2014). A coarser
grid (20 m for the spatial grid interval and 2 ms for the time interval)
has been used to reduce the computational cost of ELSM. The
approximate inverse operator yields the reflectivity model in Fig-
ure 17a. Starting from the approximate inversion as an initial guess,
we conduct 20 iterations of ELSM (Figure 17b). On a visual com-
parison basis, the approximate inversion result displays no dramatic
difference from ELSM result, except suffering from some low-
frequency noise in the shallow part. However, a quantitative study
shown in the misfit comparison (Figure 18) reveals the significant
difference in terms of data misfit. The approximate inversion result
produces approximately 40% relative misfit (dashed black line),
whereas the 20 iteration ELSM starting from the approximate in-
version result achieves roughly 10% fit error (solid black line). Note
that the approximate inverse operator has almost the same computa-
tional cost as a single application of extended RTM, whereas seven
or eight iterations of ELSM (each involving a migration/demigra-
tion pair) starting from zero reflectivity were required to achieve the
same 40% error reduction.
As mentioned in the “Introduction” section, the weighted adjoint
form of the approximate inverse operator invites inclusion in a
WCG algorithm. Here, we merely present the convergence history
of this algorithm, applied to the same problem. This algorithm,
starting from zero reflectivity, achieves an error reduction of 10%
in six or seven iterations, as opposed to the 20 equally expensive
iterations of ELSM starting from the approximate inversion result,
or many more iterations of ELSM starting from zero reflectivity. In
20 iterations, the WCG iteration reaches an root-mean-square error
reduction factor of 3.5%. The authors will discuss this algorithm in
more detail elsewhere.
DISCUSSION
The obvious application of this construction is to accelerate iter-
ative LSM, both extended and nonextended variants. As mentioned
in the “Introduction” section, the form of the approximate inverse
provides a straightforward acceleration mechanism because it shows
that the extended Born modeling operator is approximately unitary in
specific, computable weighted norms. The main question in this
a)
b)
Figure 17. (a) Approximately inverted reflectivity model. (b) The 20 iterations ELSM image starting from the approximate inversion, plotted
on the same grayscale.
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regard is the necessary extent of the subsurface offset range. We have
emphasized that this operator is negligibly more computationally
intensive than extended RTM; however, extended RTM is consider-
ably more expensive than ordinary RTM: The additional expense
comes in the sums over offset implicit in the definition of extended
modeling or migration, and it is roughly proportional to the extent of
the offset axis. If an accurate velocity is available, which focuses the
data, this problem is mitigated, of course. In this case, weight func-
tion ϕ appearing in equation 29 is, in principle, constrained only by
the requirement that ϕð0Þ ¼ 1, except for finite-frequency effects.
Because a weighted stack over the subsurface offset is equivalent
to a weighted stack over the scattering angle, the choice of ϕ will
have important ramifications even for the focused case: Stacking with
ϕ ¼ 1 is equivalent (roughly) to using only the zero-scattering angle,
or zero-offset data, and it would likely lead to suboptimal noise sup-
pression. The design of an optimal weight ϕ in the focused case, and
the necessary extent of the offset range for the unfocused case and
effective algorithms for determining it, are important open questions.
The operator defined in equations 1, 24, and 28 approximately
inverts the extended Born modeling operator; therefore, it may be
used to estimate the extended reflectivity in automated velocity
model building methods that depend on extended inversion (Liu
et al., 2013, 2014; Lameloise et al., 2015), or for amplitude versus
offset studies. Note, however, that in our examples, we have
adopted the approximation P ¼ 1, which, strictly speaking, is ac-
curate only if the image energy focuses at h ¼ 0 (that is, the velocity
and data are compatible) or v0 is laterally homogeneous. In general,
P is not ≡1 in the full extended phase space volume. It is actually
quite possible to remove this final impediment to asymptotic inver-
sion: P is defined explicitly in Appendix A as a function of phase
variables, and pseudodifferential operators, such as Wmodel are ef-
fectively of low rank computable with relative efficiency, in com-
parison with a general matrix multiplication of the same dimension
(Bao and Symes, 1996; Demanet and Ying, 2011). The improve-
ment obtainable by one of these techniques to drop the approxima-
tion P ¼ 1 remains to be investigated. Any such computation
involves the Fourier transform of the extended model or a transform
of equivalent complexity. In 2D, this is already a 3D transform,
whereas for three spatial dimensions, the transform is of 5D, which
is a daunting prospect. However, transformation to the angle do-
main after Sava and Fomel (2003), considered by many authors
to be an essential step (ten Kroode, 2012; Tang et al., 2013), is usu-
ally accomplished via the Fourier transform; hence, it involves the
same computational load.
CONCLUSION
A simple modification of subsurface offset extended RTM produ-
ces an asymptotic inverse to the extended Born scattering operator.
Implementation of straightforward numerical experiments suggest
that within its domain of applicability, this inversion operator is quite
accurate. The asymptotic inverse takes the form of the adjoint of the
modeling operator with respect to weighted norms in model and data
spaces; hence, it offers the possibility of greatly enhancing the con-
vergence of iterative methods for extended Born inversion.
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APPENDIX A
PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION OF THE
NORMAL OPERATOR
The goal of this appendix is an expression for the slightly modi-
fied normal operator ðItF¯½v0Þ ðItF¯½v0Þ in the form of an oscilla-
tory integral:
ðItF¯½vÞðItF¯½vÞδv¯ðx; hÞ ≈
Z
dkAðx; kÞeik·xδ^vðkÞ; (A-1)
over the frequency variables k ¼ ðkx; kh; kzÞ, modulo errors
decaying faster than the amplitude A at large frequency. In fact,
we will express the amplitude as a product of two factors: one de-
pending on ray-trace quantities and the other depending only on val-
ues of velocity and the phase variables. The ray-dependent quantities
are eventually eliminated via the identities proved in Appendix B
Figure 18. Relative misfit as a function of the number of iterations:
The dashed black line is the approximate inversion result; the solid
blue line is the ELSM result using the conjugate gradient algorithm
and starting from zero reflectivity; the solid black line is the ELSM
result using the conjugate gradient and starting from the approxi-
mate inversion; and the solid red line is the ELSM result using the
weighted conjugate gradient (WCG) iteration.
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and some further modifications of the normal operator, leading to the
main result of this paper.
Begin by combining the asymptotic expressions 10 and 11, elimi-
nating the time integral in the delta functions, and taking into account
the fact that It ¼ −It to obtain an integral expression for the modi-
fied normal operator introduced at the beginning of the “Theory” sec-
tion:
ðItF¯ÞðItF¯Þδv¯ðx; hÞ ≃ −
4π2
v0ðx; zÞ6
Z
dxsdxrasar
×
Z
dx 0dh 0as 0ar 0δðϕðxs; xr; x; h; zÞ
− ϕðxs; xr; x 0; h 0; z 0ÞÞδv¯ðx 0; h 0Þ; (A-2)
where ϕðxs; xr; x; h; zÞ ¼ Tðxs; x − h; zÞ þ Tðxr; xþ h; zÞ is the
two-way traveltime.
We recall the abbreviations
Ts ¼ Tðxs; x − h; zÞ; Tr ¼ Tðxr; xþ h; zÞ; (A-3)
and note that
∂Ts
∂h
¼ − ∂Ts
∂x
;
∂Tr
∂h
¼ ∂Tr
∂x
. (A-4)
An asymptotic evaluation of this integral follows along the lines
pioneered Beylkin (1985), as recast by Symes (1998). Account
for the delta function δðϕðxs; xr; x; h; zÞ − ϕðxs; xr; x 0; h 0; z 0ÞÞ by
writing z 0 as a function of x; h; z; x 0; h 0; xs; xr — as it will turn
out, this possibility assumes that energy propagates vertically
and reflectors are subhorizontal; otherwise, other space variables
should be treated as dependent — then, rewrite using the inverse
Fourier transform:
ðItF¯ÞðItF¯Þδv¯ðx;hÞ≃−
4π2
v0ðx;zÞ6
Z
dxsdxrasar
×
Z
dx 0dh 0as 0ar 0δðz 0−Zðxs;xr;x;h;z;x 0;h 0ÞÞ
×
 ∂ϕ∂z 0
−1 18π3
Z
dkx 0dkz 0dkh 0 δ^vðkx 0 ;kh 0 ;kz 0 Þeiðkx0 x0þkh 0h 0þkz 0 z 0Þ.
(A-5)
The principle of stationary phase (Guillemin and Sternberg, 1979;
Bleistein et al., 2001) is used to evaluate the multiple integral for a
large wavenumber. This result approximates the integral of a rapidly
fluctuating function gðyÞeiωψðyÞ for large ω by a sum of terms, one
for each stationary phase point y (that is, ∇ψðyÞ ¼ 0). The gen-
eral form can be written asZ
Rm
dygðyÞeiωψðyÞ
≈
X
∇ψðyÞ¼0

2π
ω
m
2
e
πi
4
sgnHessψðyÞjdetHessψðyÞj−12gðyÞeiωψðyÞ.
(A-6)
Using this approximation, the right side of equation A-5 isZ
dkx 0dkz 0dkh 0 δ^vðkx 0 ; kh 0 ; kz 0 Þ
Z
Rm
dygðyÞeikz 0ψðyÞ; (A-7)
where in the general statement of the stationary phase principle A-6,
we have set
m ¼ 4; y ¼ ðxs; xr; x 0; h 0Þ;
gðyÞ ¼ − 1
2πv0ðx; zÞ6
asaras 0ar 0
 ∂ϕ∂z 0
−1;
ψðyÞ ¼ kx 0
kz 0
x 0 þ kh 0
kz 0
h 0 þ Zðxs; xr; x; h; z; x 0; h 0Þ; (A-8)
and kz 0 plays the role of large parameter ω. To use this approxima-
tion, the Hessian
HessψðyÞ ¼

∂2ψ
∂yi∂yj

m
i;j¼1
; (A-9)
must be nonsingular at each stationary phase point and we must
compute the signature and determinant of the Hessian at each such
point. After standard simplifications, the stationary phase condi-
tions are
x ¼ x 0; h ¼ h 0;
ðkx 0 ; kz 0 Þ is parallel to∇ðx 0;z 0Þϕ;
ðkh 0 ; kz 0 Þ is parallel to∇ðh 0;z 0Þϕ. (A-10)
During the calculation of the Hessian, the integrations are naturally
paired as ðx; xrÞ and ðh; xsÞ. Each pair of integrals gives rise to a
Hessian determinant factor.
The Hessian of the phase ψ can be expressed as
Hess ¼
0BBBBB@
∂2Z
∂x2r
∂2Z
∂xr∂xs
∂2Z
∂xr∂x 0
∂2Z
∂xr∂h 0
∂2Z
∂xs∂xr
∂2Z
∂x2s
∂2Z
∂xs∂x 0
∂2Z
∂xs∂h 0
∂2Z
∂x 0∂xr
∂2Z
∂x 0∂xs
∂2Z
∂x 02
∂2Z
∂x 0∂h 0
∂2Z
∂h 0∂xr
∂2Z
∂h 0∂xs
∂2Z
∂h 0∂x 0
∂2Z
∂h 02
1CCCCCA. (A-11)
In computing the Hessian, all derivatives must be performed before
the stationary phase identities (equation A-10) are applied. The sol-
ution z 0 ¼ Zðxs; xr; x; h; z; x 0; h 0Þ must satisfy the two-way travel-
time equation:
ϕðxs; xr; x 0; h 0; z 0Þ ¼ ϕðxs; xr; x; h; zÞ. (A-12)
So we differentiate this equation, regarding x 0 as independent of x,
etc., and afterwards combine with the stationary phase condition
(equation A-10) to obtain
∂2Z
∂x2r
¼ 0; ∂
2Z
∂x2s
¼ 0; ∂
2Z
∂xr∂xs
¼ 0. (A-13)
Also
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∂2ϕ
∂xr∂x 0
þ ∂
2ϕ
∂xr∂z 0
∂Z
∂x 0
þ ∂ϕ
∂z 0
∂2Z
∂xr∂x 0
¼ 0;
∂2ϕ
∂xr∂h 0
þ ∂
2ϕ
∂xr∂z 0
∂Z
∂h 0
þ ∂ϕ
∂z 0
∂2Z
∂xr∂h 0
¼ 0;
∂2ϕ
∂xs∂x 0
þ ∂
2ϕ
∂xs∂z 0
∂Z
∂x 0
þ ∂ϕ
∂z 0
∂2Z
∂xs∂x 0
¼ 0;
∂2ϕ
∂xs∂h 0
þ ∂
2ϕ
∂xs∂z 0
∂Z
∂h 0
þ ∂ϕ
∂z 0
∂2Z
∂xs∂h 0
¼ 0. (A-14)
Note that the upper left 2 × 2 block of the Hessian consists of
zeros, and of course the Hessian is symmetric. That is, the Hessian
has the following block structure:
Hess ∼

0 A
AT B

. (A-15)
This special structure implies that the Hessian at the stationary point
has exactly the same number of positive as negative eigenvalues;
that is, the signature of the Hessian is zero. For details of this argu-
ment, see Symes (1998).
The block structure (equation A-15) also allows us to reduce the
determinant to that of a 2 × 2 matrix, squared:
det Hess ¼ −
 ∂2Z∂x 0∂xr ∂2Z∂x 0∂xs∂2Z
∂h 0∂xr
∂2Z
∂h 0∂xs
2. (A-16)
The four elements of this matrix have a similar structure and can be
analyzed in the same way. Take the first element as an example.
Substituting equation A-14 into the first element, we get
∂2Z
∂x 0∂xr
¼ −

∂ϕ
∂z 0

−2

∂2ϕ
∂xr∂x 0
∂ϕ
∂z 0
−
∂2ϕ
∂xr∂z 0
∂ϕ
∂x 0

;
¼ −

∂ϕ
∂z 0

−2
det
 ∂
∂xr
∇x 0ϕ
∇x 0ϕ

. (A-17)
Applying the same analysis on other elements and using the station-
ary phase conditions x 0 ¼ x; h 0 ¼ h; z 0 ¼ z (because all derivatives
have been computed) lead to
jdet Hessj−1∕2
¼
26666664

∂ϕ
∂z

−4
0BBBBBB@
det
 ∂
∂xr
∇ðx;zÞϕ
∇ðx;zÞϕ

det
 ∂
∂xs
∇ðx;zÞϕ
∇ðx;zÞϕ

det
 ∂
∂xr
∇ðh;zÞϕ
∇ðh;zÞϕ

det
 ∂
∂xs
∇ðh;zÞϕ
∇ðh;zÞϕ

1CCCCCCA
37777775
−1
.
(A-18)
We write s ¼ 1∕v0 for slowness, and s ¼ sðx h; zÞ. Note that
the eikonal equation asserts that
∇x;zTs · ∇x;zTs ¼ s2−; ∇x;zTr · ∇x;zTr ¼ s2þ: (A-19)
Because the lengths of the traveltime gradients are independent of
the source and receiver coordinates, their derivatives with respect to
these coordinates must be orthogonal to the gradients. A simple way
to express this fact is to write
∇x;zTs ¼ s−ðsin αs; cos αsÞ; (A-20)
∇x;zTr ¼ sþðsin αr; cos αrÞ; (A-21)
so,
∂
∂xs
∂Ts
∂x
¼ ∂Ts
∂z
∂αs
∂xs
;
∂
∂xs
∂Ts
∂z
¼ − ∂Ts
∂x
∂αs
∂xs
;
∂
∂xr
∂Tr
∂x
¼ ∂Tr
∂z
∂αr
∂xr
;
∂
∂xr
∂Tr
∂z
¼ − ∂Tr
∂x
∂αr
∂xr
. (A-22)
The elements of the matrix in equation A-18 simplify due to A-22:
For example, the (1,1) element becomes
∂
∂xr
∂Tr
∂x
∂
∂xr
∂Tr
∂z
∂Tr
∂x þ ∂Ts∂x ∂Tr∂z þ ∂Ts∂z
 ¼ ∂αr∂xr

∂Tr
∂z −
∂Tr
∂x
∂Tr
∂x þ ∂Ts∂x ∂Tr∂z þ ∂Ts∂z

¼ s2− þ ∇x;zTr · ∇x;zTs; (A-23)
by virtue of the eikonal equation A-19. Evaluating the other ele-
ments similarly
jdetHessj−1∕2¼

∂ϕ
∂z

4
×

∂αs
∂xs
∂αr
∂xr
s2þþ∇x;zTr ·∇x;zTs s2−þ∇x;zTr ·∇x;zTss2þþ∇x;zTr ·∇h;zTs −s2−−∇x;zTr ·∇h;zTs
−1;
¼−1
2

∂ϕ
∂z

4

∂αs
∂xs
∂αr
∂xr

−1
× ½ðs2−s2þþð∇x;zTr ·∇x;zTsÞð∇x;zTr ·∇h;zTsÞ
þðs2−þs2þÞð∇x;zTr ·∇x;zTsþ∇x;zTr ·∇h;zTsÞÞ−1;
¼−1
2

∂ϕ
∂z

4

∂αs
∂xs
∂αr
∂xr

−1
×

s2−

∂Tr
∂z

2
þs2þ

∂Ts
∂z

2

þðs2−þs2þÞ

∂Ts
∂z
∂Tr
∂z

−1
.
(A-24)
Apart from the angle derivatives, this expression is actually alge-
braic in the phase variables and s. To see this, we invoke the re-
maining stationary phase conditions (equation A-10) pertaining to
the phase variables. Adding and subtracting ratios equivalent to
these conditions, we obtain
∂Tr
∂x
¼ 1
2
kx þ kh
kz
∂ϕ
∂z
;
∂Ts
∂x
¼ 1
2
kx − kh
kz
∂ϕ
∂z
. (A-25)
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Then, the eikonal equation implies that
s2þ −
1
4

kx þ kh
kz

2

∂ϕ
∂z

2
¼

∂Tr
∂z

2
;
s2− −
1
4

kx − kh
kz

2

∂ϕ
∂z

2
¼

∂Ts
∂z

2
. (A-26)
For convenience, we set
a ¼
1
4

kx  kh
kz

2
; ζ ¼
∂Tr
∂z
 ∂Ts
∂z
; (A-27)
so, ζþ ¼ ∂ϕ∕∂z.
Adding the two equations A-25, and rearranging, we obtain ζ2− in
terms of ζ2þ:
ζ2− ¼ 2ðs2þ þ s2−Þ − ½2ðaþ þ a−Þ þ 1ζ2þ: (A-28)
Subtracting the two equations A-25, squaring the result, eliminating
ζ2− using equation A-26, and rearranging yields a quadratic equation
for ζ2þ:
aðζ2þÞ2 þ bζ2þ þ c ¼ 0; (A-29)
in which
a ¼ ðaþ − a−Þ2 þ 2ðaþ þ a−Þ þ 1 ¼
k2xzk2hz
k4z
; (A-30)
b¼−2

ðs2þ−s2−Þ
kxkh
k2z
þðs2þþs2−Þ

; c¼ðs2þ−s2−Þ2: (A-31)
Because we have assumed from the beginning that ∂ϕ∕∂z > 0 in the
region of interest, also when h ¼ 0, so that sþ ¼ s−, the choice of
root is fixed
∂ϕ
∂z

2
¼ ζ2þ ¼
−bþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2 − 4ac
p
2a
: (A-32)
Remark: A very similar argument occurs in ten Kroode (2012),
leading up to equation A-14.
We can now assemble the amplitude in the stationary phase
approximation (equation A-6), using the integrand given in equa-
tion A-8, the expression for the Hessian, and the frequency factor:
We obtain for the integrand in equation A-6:
2πs6
k2z
a2ra2s

∂ϕ
∂z

−1
j det Hessj−1∕2
¼ a
2
ra2s
k2z

∂αs
∂xs
∂αr
∂xr

−1
~Pðx; h; z; kx; kh; kzÞ; (A-33)
in which
~P ¼ −πs4

∂ϕ
∂z

3

s−
s

2

∂Tr
∂z

2
þ

sþ
s

2

∂Ts
∂z

2

þ

s−
s

2
þ

sþ
s

2

∂Ts
∂z
∂Tr
∂z

−1
. (A-34)
From the defining relations A-23, A-25, A-29, A-30, and A-31, it
follows that ~P is homogeneous of order zero in the phase variables
kx; kh; kz. The various components of ~P simplify considerably
when h ¼ 0 (important because physical reflectivities are supported
there). The term in brackets in equation A-34 becomes precisely
ð∂ϕ∕∂zÞ2, so
~Pðx; z; 0; kx; kh; kzÞ ¼ −πs4
∂ϕ
∂z
¼ −2πs5 k
2
z
kxzkhz
. (A-35)
Dividing ~P by the right side in equation A-35 produces P, also
homogeneous of order zero in the frequency variables and ≡1 for
h ¼ 0. Thus, we arrive at the integral representation (equation 12) in
the “Theory” section, with amplitude
2πs6
k2z
a2ra2s

∂ϕ
∂z

−1
jdetHessj−1∕2¼− 2πs
5
kxzkhz
Pa2ra2s

∂αs
∂xs
∂αr
∂xr

−1
.
(A-36)
Note that all factors on the right side are functions of the phase var-
iables, although some of them are apparently to be determined by
ray tracing, as was claimed at the beginning of this appendix.
APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF GEOMETRIC AMPLITUDES
As far as we know, the relation explained in this appendix ap-
peared first in Zhang et al. (2005). We rederive the relation in this
appendix from a different perspective for the convenience of the
reader.
The derivation starts from the transport equation. The transport
equation in divergence form is
∇ · ða2∇τÞ ¼ 0. (B-1)
Consider a region R formed by two rays radiating from the same
point (see Figure B-1). Truncate this region with two lines l and L
Figure B-1. Sketch of geometric amplitudes analysis.
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normal to the rays. Denoted by α, the angle subtended between the
first ray and the vertical.
Apply the 2D divergence theorem in the enclosed region R. We
can getZZ
R
∇ · ða2∇τÞdR ¼
I
C
a2∇τ · ndC ¼ 0; (B-2)
where n is the outward normal vector to the boundary
C ¼ B ∪ l ∪ L
1) For x on B, the normal vector is perpendicular to the
ray, ∇τ · n ¼ 0.
2) For x on l and L, n is parallel to the ray, ∇τ · n ¼ j∇τj.
Therefore, Z
L
A2j∇τjdL ¼
Z
l
a2j∇τjdl; (B-3)
which immediately leads to
A2 ¼ a2 V
v
dl
dL
¼ a2 V
v
dl
dα
1
cos θ
dα
dx
. (B-4)
We have denoted the velocity and amplitude near where the ray
starts as v; a and those near where the ray terminates as V; A. In
the vicinity of the starting point, the 2D geometric amplitude has
the constant-velocity approximation
a2 ≃
v
8π2r
¼ v
8π2
dα
dl
. (B-5)
So, in particular for the receiver ray,
a2r ¼
1
8π2
vr
cos θr
dαr
dxr
; (B-6)
and similarly for the source ray,
a2s ¼
1
8π2
vs
cos θs
dαs
dxs
. (B-7)
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